Abortion—Law and Legislation—United States

HQ 767.5 .U5 M3727 2007
Abortion in the United States : a reference handbook
McBride, Dorothy E.
Santa Barbara, Calif. : ABC-CLIO, c2007.
Contemporary world issues

KF 228 .C58 D63 2007
A documentary history of the legal aspects of abortion in the United States. City of Akron v. Akron Center for Reproductive Health

KF 228 .P5 M47 1996
A documentary history of the legal aspects of abortion in the United States. Planned Parenthood v. Casey

Abused Women—Services For

HV 1444 .G66 2008
Listening to battered women : a survivor-centered approach to advocacy, mental health, and justice
Goodman, Lisa A.
Psychology of women book series

Administration of Justice (International Law)

K 2100 .P38 2007
Paths to international justice : social and legal perspectives
Cambridge studies in law and society

Administration of Justice—United States

KF 8922 .B49 2008
Beyond common sense : psychological science in the courtroom
The bitter fruit of American justice: international and domestic resistance to the death penalty
Clarke, Alan W. (Alan William)

Administrative Procedure—United States

Federal administrative procedure sourcebook
Chicago, Ill.: American Bar Association, Section of Administrative Law and Regulatory Practice, c2008.

African American Communists—History

Black Communists speak on Scottsboro: a documentary history

African American Churches

God and government in the ghetto: the politics of church-state collaboration in Black America
Owens, Michael Leo.

African Americans—Relations with Indians

Race and the Cherokee Nation: sovereignty in the nineteenth century
Yarbrough, Fay A.

African Americans—Social Conditions

Race relations in the United States, 1960-1980
Upchurch, Thomas Adams.
The race card: how bluffing about bias makes race relations worse
Ford, Richard T. (Richard Thompson)

African Americans—Legal Status, Laws, Etc.—History

The origins of African-American interests in international law
Richardson, Henry J.

Agricultural Biotechnology

Tomorrow's table: organic farming, genetics, and the future of food
Ronald, Pamela C.

Economic and environmental benefits and costs of transgenic crops: ex-ante assessment
Coimbatore, India: Tamil Nadu Agricultural University, c2007

Agricultural Law—European Union Countries

EU agricultural law
McMahon, Joseph A., 1960-

American Literature—Indian Authors

Sovereign bones: new Native American writing

Animal Rights

Animal rights
Yount, Lisa.
Library in a book
Antitrust Law

K 3850 .R63 2007
The antitrust religion
Rockefeller, Edwin S.

Autonomy

K 487 .L5 A98 2007
Autonomy in the law

Bankruptcy—Oklahoma

KFO 1421 .A75 B37 2005
Basic bankruptcy, Chapter 13 : the art of consumer reorganization

KFO 1421 .A75 B46 2006
The 23rd annual basic bankruptcy seminar : an introduction to the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 (BAPCPA)

Bankruptcy—United States

KF 1539 .B36 2007
The Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 : evaluation of the effects of using IRS expense standards to calculate a debtor's monthly disposable income

Bedouins—Egypt—Social Life and Customs

KQ 9000 .B44 K46 2008
Bedouin justice : laws and customs among the Egyptian Bedouin
Kennett, Austin.
Bioethics—United States

KF 3821 .L445 2008
Legal perspectives in bioethics
Routledge annals of bioethics ; 3

Biological Weapons—Law and Legislation

UG 447.8 .F54 2008
Biosecurity in the global age : biological weapons, public health, and the rule of law
Fidler, David P.

Biotechnology—Law and Legislation

K 1519 .B54 R56 2008
Intellectual property and biotechnology : biological inventions
Rimmer, Matthew.

Biotechnology—Law and Legislation—United States

KF 3133 .B56 B37 2007
Biotechnology and the patent system : balancing innovation and property rights
Barfield, Claude E.

Breastfeeding—Law and Legislation—United States

RJ 216 .K397 2008
Breastfeeding rights in the United States
Kedrowski, Karen M.
Reproductive rights and policy


KF 1355 .S74 2007
The complete guide to buying a business
Steingold, Fred S.
Business structures
Spadaccini, Michael, 1964-
Entrepreneur magazine's legal guide

The complete guide to selling a business
Steingold, Fred.

Business Etiquette

Modern rules of business etiquette
Gerson, Donna.
Chicago, IL : America Bar Association, 2008.

Capital Punishment—United States

The bitter fruit of American justice : international and domestic resistance to the death penalty
Clarke, Alan W. (Alan William)

Child Pornography—Europe

Child pornography : crime, computers and society
O'Donnell, Ian.

Christianity and Politics—United States

Faith and politics : how the "moral values" debate divides America and how to move forward together
Danforth, John C.
Church and State—United States

BR 563 .N4 O96 2007
God and government in the ghetto : the politics of church-state collaboration in Black America
Owens, Michael Leo.

Citizenship—United States

KF 4700 .S68 2008
Beyond citizenship : American identity after globalization
Spiro, Peter J.

Civil Disobedience—United States

KF 4786 .B69 2008
Protesting power : war, resistance, and law
Boyle, Francis Anthony, 1950-
War and peace library

Civil Procedure—United States

KF 8839 .C455 2008
Civil procedure stories

KF 8887 .J66 2008
Sanctions : the federal law of litigation abuse
Joseph, Gregory P., 1951-
Newark, N.J. : Matthew Bender, c2008.

KF 8896 .A75 C53 2007
The ... annual National Institute on Class Actions : a publication of the American Bar Association Center for Continuing Legal Education and Section of Litigation.
Chicago, Ill. : American Bar Association Center for Continuing Legal Education, [199-]-

KF 8972 .C58 2008
Civil juries and civil justice : psychological and legal perspectives
Civil Rights Movement—United States—History

E 184 .A1 U64 2008
*Race relations in the United States, 1960-1980*
Upchurch, Thomas Adams.

LC 214.22 .S68 H54 2008
*Higher education and the civil rights movement : white supremacy, black Southerners, and college campuses*
Southern dissent

College Integration—United States—History

LC 214.22 .S68 H54 2008
*Higher education and the civil rights movement : white supremacy, black Southerners, and college campuses*
Southern dissent

Common Law—Philosophy

K 588 .C668 2007
*Common law theory*
Cambridge studies in philosophy and law

Comparative Law

K 559 .D4 2007
*Comparative law in a changing world*
De Cruz, Peter.

K 559 .W37 2007
*Comparative law : law, reality and society*
Watson, Alan.
Computer Crimes—Investigation

HV 8079 .C65 C93 2008
Cyber forensics : a field manual for collecting, examining, and preserving evidence of computer crimes

Computer Software—Law and Legislation—European Union Countries

KJE 2725 .L45 2007
Software and patents in Europe
Leith, Philip, 1954-
Cambridge intellectual property and information law

Computer Software—Law and Legislation—United States—Popular Works

KF 390.5 .C6 F567 2007
Legal guide to Web & software development
Fishman, Stephen.

Conflict of Laws—Great Britain

Conflict of laws within the UK
Hood, Kirsty J.
Oxford private international law series

Constitutional Courts—Europe

KJC 5456 .I67 2006
Implementatsiia reshenii evropeiskogo suda po pravam cheloveka v praktike konstitutionnykh sudov stran Evropy : sbornik dokladov.
Moskva : Institut prava i publichnoi politiki, 2006.

Constitutional Law

K 588 .C668 2007
Common law theory
Cambridge studies in philosophy and law
Political constitutionalism: a republican defence of the constitutionality of democracy
Bellamy, Richard (Richard Paul)

Constitutional Law—China—Hong Kong

Interpreting Hong Kong's Basic Law: the struggle for coherence

Constitutional Law—Confederate States of America

Redeeming American democracy: lessons from the Confederate Constitution
DeRosa, Marshall L., 1955-

Constitutional Law—European Union Countries

The fundamentals of EU law revisited: assessing the impact of the constitutional debate
The collected courses of the Academy of European Law

Recent trends in German and European constitutional law: German reports presented to the XVIIth International Congress on Comparative Law, Utrecht, 16 to 22 July 2006
Beitrage zum auslandischen offentlichen Recht und Volkerrecht, Bd. 188

Constitutional Law and History—United States

Weak courts, strong rights: judicial review and social welfare rights in comparative constitutional law
Tushnet, Mark V., 1945-

Romance in the ivory tower: the rights and liberty of conscience
Abramson, Paul R., 1949-
Beyond bullets : the suppression of dissent in the United States
Boykoff, Jules.

Freedom for the thought that we hate : a biography of the First Amendment
Lewis, Anthony, 1927-
Basic ideas

Why we whisper : restoring our right to say it's wrong
DeMint, Jim.

Protesting power : war, resistance, and law
Boyle, Francis Anthony, 1950-
War and peace library

Opening the floodgates : why America needs to rethink its borders and immigration laws
Johnson, Kevin R.
Critical America

American sovereigns : the people and America's Constitutional tradition before the Civil War
Fritz, Christian G., 1953-
Cambridge studies on the American Constitution

Lincoln and the Court
McGinty, Brian.

America's supreme court : an unfinished symphony
Maloy, Richard H. W.
Lake Mary, FL : Vandeplas Pub., c2007
Construction Law—Oklahoma

KFO 1355.8 .B8 C66 2006
Construction law : what do you do when ...?  
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2006.

KFO 1355.8 .B8 D63 2006
Resolving problems and disputes on construction projects  
Donaldson, Randi A.  
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2006.

KFO 1355.8 .B8 M34 2003
Oklahoma construction law : what do you do when ...?  
Magrini, Robert L.  
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2003.

Construction Workers—European Union Countries

HD 5764.5 .S5 2006
Shifting employment : undeclared labour in construction  
CLR studies ; 5

Contracts—United States

KF 801 .Z9 F46 2004
Understanding contracts  
Ferriell, Jeffrey Thomas, 1953-  

Copyright—United States—Popular Works

KF 3002 .S75 2007
Getting permission : how to license & clear copyrighted materials online & off  
Stim, Richard.  

Corporation Law—Great Britain

KD 2079 .T35 2008
Critical company law  
Talbot, Lorraine.  
Corporation Law—United States

KF 1446 .H65 2008
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act : costs, benefits and business impact
Holt, Michael F.
Amsterdam ; Boston ; London : CIMA, 2008.

KF 1477 .M55 2008
Mergers and acquisitions : a step-by-step legal and practical guide
Miller, Edwin L.

Creationism

BS 659 .W54 2006
Stones and bones : powerful evidence against evolution
Wieland, Carl.

Criminal Justice, Administration of

HV 7419 .L45 2007
Legitimacy and criminal justice : international perspectives

Criminal Justice, Administration of—Canada

KE 416 .F74 A3 2007
My life in crime and other academic adventures
Friedland, M. L. (Martin Lawrence), 1932-
Toronto : Published for the Osgoode Society for Canadian Legal History by University of Toronto Press, c2007.
Criminal Justice, Administration of—Russia (Federation)

KLB 3950 .N48 2007
Russian legal culture before and after communism: criminal justice, politics, and the public sphere
Nethercott, Frances.
BASEES/Routledge series on Russian and East European Studies ; 39

Criminal Justice, Administration of—United States

KF 9223 .I5 2008
In the margins: special populations and American justice

KFV 2987 .G68 2008
The Innocence Commission: preventing wrongful convictions and restoring the criminal justice system
Gould, Jon B.

Criminal Law—United States

KF 9223 .H87 2008
Overcriminalization: the limits of the criminal law
Husak, Douglas N., 1948-

Criminal Law—United States—Popular Works

KF 9619.6 .B47 2007
The criminal law handbook: know your rights, survive the system
Bergman, Paul, 1943-

Criminals—Rehabilitation—United States

KF 9750.5 .A75 S43 2007
Second chances in the criminal justice system: alternatives to incarceration and reentry strategies
Criminology—Research

HV 6024.5 .E97 2008
Experiments in criminology and law : a research revolution

Crown Lands—Law and Legislation--Hawaii

Who owns the Crown lands of Hawaii?
Van Dyke, Jon M.

Cultural Property—Alaska

E 99 .T6 T55 2008
Being and place among the Tlingit
Thornton, Thomas F.
Culture, place, and nature

Cultural Property—Protection—Law and Legislation

K 3791 .S26 2007
Prohibiting plunder : how norms change
Sandholtz, Wayne.

Cultural Property—Repatriation—United States

E 76.85 .C66 2008
Spirited encounters : American Indians protest museum policies and practices
Cooper, Karen Coody.
Lanham, MD : AltaMira Press, c2008.

Data Protection—Law and Legislation—United States

Z 678.93 .P83 W66 2007
What every librarian should know about electronic privacy
Woodward, Jeannette A.
Delegation of Powers

K 3173 .D66 2007
Delegation of governmental power to private parties: a comparative perspective
Donnelly, Catherine M. (Catherine Mary), 1974-

Democracy

K 3289 .B45 2007
Political constitutionalism: a republican defence of the constitutionality of democracy
Bellamy, Richard (Richard Paul)

Discovery (Law)—United States

KF 8902 .E42 R54 2007
Litigating with electronically stored information
Riedy, Marian K.
Artech House telecommunications library

Discrimination in Criminal Justice Administration—United States

HV 9955 .V8 C36 2007
Slavery on trial: race, class, and criminal justice in Antebellum Richmond, Virginia
Campbell, James M.
New perspectives on the history of the South

KF 224 .S34 B53 2008
Black Communists speak on Scottsboro: a documentary history

KF 224 .S34 C3 2007
Scottsboro: a tragedy of the American South
Carter, Dan T.

KF 9223 .I5 2008
In the margins: special populations and American justice
Domestic Relations—History

K 670 .B76 2007
Conjugal rites: marriage and marriage-like relationships before the law
Brook, Heather.

Domestic Surveillance—United States

KF 9430 .F64 2008
The Patriot Act: a documentary and reference guide
Foerstel, Herbert N.

Drug Courts—United States

KF 3890 .D774 2007
Drug courts: a new approach to treatment and rehabilitation

Education Law—United States

KF 4209.3 .Z9 R87 2008
Essential concepts & school-based cases in special education law
Russo, Charles J.

Elections—Mathematical Models

JF 1001 .B73 2008
Mathematics and democracy: designing better voting and fair-division procedures
Brams, Steven J.

Electronic Records—Law and Legislation—United States

KF 8902 .E42 R54 2007
Litigating with electronically stored information
Riedy, Marian K.
Artech House telecommunications library
**Environmental Law and Policy—European Union Countries**

INTERNET
EU environmental policy handbook a critical analysis of EU environmental legislation : making it accessible to environmentalists and decision makers
Brussels : European Environmental Bureau, c2005.
EEB publication ; no. 2005/007

**Environmental Law and Policy—United States**

INTERNET
Environmental law net
Massachusetts : David Blackmar, 1998-

INTERNET
Environmental Council of the States [home page].

HC 110 .E5 S34 2008
The economy of the earth : philosophy, law, and the environment
Sagoff, Mark.

**Environmental Law, International**

K 3525 .G55 2007
Protected areas and international environmental law
Gillespie, Alexander.

**Estate Planning—Oklahoma**

KFO 1340 .A75 A35 2006
Advanced asset protection strategies
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2006.

**European Court of Human Rights**

KJC 5456 .I67 2006
Implementatsiia reshenii evropeiskogo suda po pravam cheloveka v praktike konstitucionnykh sudov stran Evropy : sbornik dokladov.
Moskva : Institut prava i publichnoi politiki, 2006.
Evidence, Expert—United States

KF 8968.54 .B43 2007
*An immigrant's run-in with the law : a forensic linguistic analysis*
Beckman, Kristina, 1964-

Evolution—Religious Aspects

BS 659 .W54 2006
*Stones and bones : powerful evidence against evolution*
Wieland, Carl.

Ex-Convicts—Legal Status, Laws, Etc.—United States

KF 390 .E87 L68 2006
*Relief from the collateral consequences of a criminal conviction : a state-by-state resource guide*
Love, Margaret Colgate.

Executive Orders—United States

KF 5053 .P47 2007
*The preeminence of politics : executive orders from Eisenhower to Clinton*
Pereira Rodrigues, Ricardo Jose, 1957-

Executives—Salaries, Etc.—United States

KF 9369 .Z9 S76 2006
*Stock-options backdating & executive compensation*

Family Law—Oklahoma

KFO 1294 .A3 2008
*Oklahoma family law : statutes & rules annotated*
Spector, Robert G., 1941-
Federal and State Government—United States

KF 4600 .F425 2007
**Federal preemption : states' powers, national interests**

Forensic Linguistics—United States

KF 8968.54 .B43 2007
**An immigrant's run-in with the law : a forensic linguistic analysis**
Beckman, Kristina, 1964-

Forensic Psychology—United States

KF 8922 .B49 2008
**Beyond common sense : psychological science in the courtroom**

KF 9242 .M35 2007
**Malingering, lies, and junk science in the courtroom**

Forensic Surveying

HD 1181 .W55 2008
**Forensic procedures for boundary and title investigation**
Wilson, Donald A., 1941-

Freedom of Expression—United States

KF 4770 .A92 2007
**Romance in the ivory tower : the rights and liberty of conscience**
Abramson, Paul R., 1949-
**Beyond bullets: the suppression of dissent in the United States**
Boykoff, Jules.

**Freedom for the thought that we hate: a biography of the First Amendment**
Lewis, Anthony, 1927-
Basic ideas

**Why we whisper: restoring our right to say it's wrong**
DeMint, Jim.

**Freedom of Information—United States**

**Who needs to know?: the state of public access to federal government information**
McDermott, Patrice.

**State open government law and practice in a post-9/11 world: changes in state public information laws in the United State since the war on terrorism & selected changes in national public information laws since the war on terrorism in Colombia, France, Israel, and the United Kingdom**

**Freedom of Religion**

**Religious freedom in the world**
Lanham, Md.: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers; [Washington, DC]: Published in cooperation with Center for Religious Freedom at the Hudson Institute, c2008.

**Genetically Modified Foods**

**Tomorrow's table: organic farming, genetics, and the future of food**
Ronald, Pamela C.
Globalization

JZ 1318 .G679217 2007
Globalization: universal trends, regional implications
Northeastern series on democratization and political development

Government Information—United States

KF 5753 .M33 2007
Who needs to know?: the state of public access to federal government information
McDermott, Patrice.

KF 5753 .S73 2007
State open government law and practice in a post-9/11 world: changes in state public information laws in the United State since the war on terrorism & selected changes in national public information laws since the war on terrorism in Colombia, France, Israel, and the United Kingdom

Hong Kong (China)—Relations—China

KNR 171 .I58 2007
Interpreting Hong Kong's Basic Law: the struggle for coherence

Human Rights

BL 640 .R45 2008
Religious freedom in the world
Lanham, Md.: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers; [Washington, DC]: Published in cooperation with Center for Religious Freedom at the Hudson Institute, c2008.

BP 173.63 .O3 2007
The rights of God: Islam, human rights, and comparative ethics
Oh, Irene.
Advancing human rights series
Legal ethics and human dignity
Luban, David, 1949-
Cambridge studies in philosophy and law

Law and irresponsibility : on the legitimation of human suffering
Veitch, Scott.

Ethics and law of intellectual property : current problems in politics, science and technology
[Applied legal philosophy]

Human rights and intellectual property rights : tensions and convergences
The Raoul Wallenberg Institute new authors series ; v. 2

Living in the shadows : a primer on the human rights of migrants.

International human rights law : an introduction
Weissbrodt, David S.
Pennsylvania studies in human rights

Global human rights institutions : between remedy and ritual
Oberleitner, Gerd, 1967-

Human Rights, Inc. : the world novel, narrative form, and international law
Slaughter, Joseph R.
Human Rights—Mexico—Chiapas

F 1435.1 .C492 S74 2008
Rights in rebellion : indigenous struggle and human rights in Chiapas
Speed, Shannon, 1964- 

Human Trafficking—Law and Legislation—United States

HQ 281 .M37 2007
Marshaling every resource : state and local responses to human trafficking

Immigration and Emigration Law—United States

KF 4819 .J644 2007
Opening the floodgates : why America needs to rethink its borders and immigration laws
Johnson, Kevin R. 

Indigenous Peoples

E 76.2 .J64 2007
Encyclopedia of native tribes of North America
Johnson, Michael, 1937 Apr. 22- 

E 76.2 .W35 2006
Encyclopedia of Native American tribes
Waldman, Carl, 1947- 

E 76.85 .C66 2008
Spirited encounters : American Indians protest museum policies and practices
Cooper, Karen Coody. 
Lanham, MD : AltaMira Press, c2008.

E 83.864 .M53 2007
The deadliest Indian war in the West : the Snake conflict, 1864-1868
Michno, Gregory, 1948- 
Magic weapons: Aboriginal writers remaking community after residential school
McKegney, Sam, 1976-

Sovereign bones: new Native American writing

American Indians: stereotypes & realities
Mihesuah, Devon A. (Devon Abbott), 1957-
Atlanta, GA: Clarity, c1996.

The head in Edward Nugent's hand: Roanoke's forgotten Indians
Oberg, Michael Leroy.
Early American studies

Race and the Cherokee Nation: sovereignty in the nineteenth century
Yarbrough, Fay A.

Choctaw nation: a story of American Indian resurgence
Lambert, Valerie.
Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, c2007.

Pre-removal Choctaw history: exploring new paths
The civilization of the American Indian series; v. 255

Long journey home: oral histories of contemporary Delaware Indians

Nunavut: rethinking political culture
Henderson, Ailsa.
White enough to be American? : race mixing, indigenous people, and the boundaries of state and nation
Basson, Lauren L.

Being and place among the Tlingit
Thornton, Thomas F.
Culture, place, and nature

Mediating knowledges : origins of a Zuni tribal museum
Isaac, Gwyneira, 1966-

Also called Sacajawea : Chief Woman’s stolen identity
Johnson, Thomas Hoevet, 1943-

Indian conquistadors : indigenous allies in the conquest of Mesoamerica

Heads of state : icons, power, and politics in the ancient and modern Andes
Arnold, Denise Y.
Walnut Creek, Calif. : Left Coast Press, c2008.

Indigenous Peoples—Legal Status, Laws, etc.

Let right be done : Aboriginal title, the Calder case, and the future of Indigenous rights

Forced federalism : contemporary challenges to indigenous nationhood
Corntassel, Jeff, 1966-
American Indian law and policy series ; v. 3
E 98 .T77 R43 2007
Rebuilding Native nations: strategies for governance and development

F 1435.1 .C492 S74 2008
Rights in rebellion: indigenous struggle and human rights in Chiapas

KF 8204 .C55 2007
American Indian law: native nations and the federal system: cases and materials

KF 8210 .R32 D88 2008
American Indians and the law
The Penguin library of American Indian history

KFS 3505.5 .R67 B56 2007
Deadliest enemies: law and race relations on and off Rosebud Reservation

Insanity (Law)—United States

KF 9242 .M35 2007
Malingering, lies, and junk science in the courtroom

Intellectual Property

K 1401 .E85 2007
Ethics and law of intellectual property: current problems in politics, science and technology
[Applied legal philosophy]

K 1401 .H86 2007
Human rights and intellectual property rights: tensions and convergences
The Raoul Wallenberg Institute new authors series; v. 2
Intellectual Property — European Union Countries

KJE 2725 .L45 2007
Software and patents in Europe
Leith, Philip, 1954-
Cambridge intellectual property and information law

Intellectual Property — United States

KF 2979 .A2 N37 2007
Chicago, Ill. : American Bar Association, Criminal Justice Section and the Center for Continuing Legal Education in cooperation with the ABA Section of Intellectual Property, U.S. Chamber of Commerce, and the District of Columbia Bar Intellectual Property Law Section, c2007-

KF 3133 .B56 B37 2007
Biotechnology and the patent system : balancing innovation and property rights
Barfield, Claude E.

Intellectual Property — United States — Popular Works

KF 2980 .I539 2007
Intellectual property : patents, trademarks, copyrights and trade secrets
Entrepreneur magazine's legal guide

KF 3002 .S75 2007
Getting permission : how to license & clear copyrighted materials online & off
Stim, Richard.
International Agencies

K 3239 .O24 2007
Global human rights institutions : between remedy and ritual
Oberleitner, Gerd, 1967-

International Business Enterprises

HD 2755.5 .Z45 2007
Economics, finance and law on MNEs
Zekos, Georgios I.

International Courts

K 2146 .T47 2007
The international judge : an introduction to the men and women who decide the world's cases
Terris, Daniel.

International Law

K 2100 .P38 2007
Paths to international justice : social and legal perspectives
Cambridge studies in law and society

KF 4757 .R53 2008
The origins of African-American interests in international law
Richardson, Henry J.,

KZ 3410 .G89 2008
How international law works : a rational choice theory
Guzman, Andrew T.
International Mediation

JZ 6045 .K47 2007
Peace and justice : seeking accountability after war
Kerr, Rachel.

International Relations

JZ 1306 .P38 2007
Just war thinking : morality and pragmatism in the struggle against contemporary threats
Patterson, Eric, 1971-

JZ 1308 .H87 2007
On global order : power, values, and the constitution of international society
Hurrell, Andrew, 1955-

Internet Pornography—Europe

HQ 472 .E85 O36 2007
Child pornography : crime, computers and society
O'Donnell, Ian.

Investment Advisors—Legal Status, Laws, Etc.—United States

KF 1072 .H33 2008
Investment adviser regulation in a nutshell
Haas, Jeffrey J.

Islam and Civil Society

BP 173.63 .O3 2007
The rights of God : Islam, human rights, and comparative ethics
Oh, Irene.
Advancing human rights series
Islam and Politics

BP 173.5 .R39 2008
Casting out : the eviction of Muslims from western law and politics
Razack, Sherene.
Toronto : University of Toronto Press, c2008.

BP 173.7 .A875 2008
The many faces of political Islam : religion and politics in the Muslim world
Ayoob, Mohammed, 1942-

Judges

K 2146 .T47 2007
The international judge : an introduction to the men and women who decide the world's cases
Terris, Daniel.

Judicial Error—Virginia

KFV 2987 .G68 2008
The Innocence Commission : preventing wrongful convictions and restoring the criminal justice system
Gould, Jon B.

Judicial Opinions—United States—History

KF 8990 .P67 2007
Evolution of the judicial opinion : institutional and individual styles
Popkin, William D.

Judicial Power and Political Questions—United States

KF 5074.2 .R68 2007
Judging the Supreme Court : constructions of motives in Bush v. Gore
Rountree, Clarke, 1958-
Rhetoric and public affairs series
Judicial Review—United States

KF 4575 .T873 2008
Weak courts, strong rights : judicial review and social welfare rights in comparative constitutional law
Tushnet, Mark V., 1945-

Jury and Jurors—United States

KF 8972 .C58 2008
Civil juries and civil justice : psychological and legal perspectives

Labor Law—United States

KF 3369.3 .L39 2008
Labor law in a nutshell
Leslie, Douglas L., 1942-

Labor Law—United States—Popular Works

KF 3457 .D45 2007
Dealing with problem employees : a legal guide
DelPo, Amy, 1967-

Labor Policy—European Union Countries

HD 5764.5 .S5 2006
Shifting employment : undeclared labour in construction
CLR studies ; 5

Land Reform—Law and Legislation

K 3871.3 .L36 2006
Land law reform : achieving development policy objectives
Law, justice, and development
Land Tenure—Law and Legislation—Canada

E 78 .C2 L48 2007
Let right be done: Aboriginal title, the Calder case, and the future of Indigenous rights

Land Tenure—Law and Legislation—Hawaii

Who owns the Crown lands of Hawaii?
Van Dyke, Jon M.

Land Titles

HD 1181 .W55 2008
Forensic procedures for boundary and title investigation
Wilson, Donald A., 1941-

Law—European Union Countries

KJE 947 .F86 2007
The fundamentals of EU law revisited: assessing the impact of the constitutional debate
The collected courses of the Academy of European Law

Law—Germany

KK 4449 .I58 2006
Recent trends in German and European constitutional law: German reports presented to the XVIIIth International Congress on Comparative Law, Utrecht, 16 to 22 July 2006
Beiträge zum ausländischen öffentlichen Recht und Völkerrecht, Bd. 188

Law—Moral and Ethical Aspects

K 247.6 .V45 2007
Law and irresponsibility: on the legitimation of human suffering
Veitch, Scott.
Law—Nigeria

KTA 74 .O46 2007
The Nigerian legal system : an introduction
Olong, Adefi M.
Lagos, Nigeria : Malthouse Press, 2007
Malthouse law books

Law—Oklahoma

HD 6957 .U6 W67 2006
Work life conflicts : a look at the best practices for the individual, for the workplace, for the profession

KFO 1276.5 .A2 C53 2006
Managing ethical issues in your day-to-day practice
Clark, Joseph F.

KFO 1277.5 .L4 S63 2006
Small office management for the paralegal : keeping order amongst chaos
Eau Claire, WI : Institute for Paralegal Education, National Business Institute, c2006.

KFO 1294 .A3 2008
Oklahoma family law : statutes & rules annotated
Spector, Robert G., 1941-

KFO 1294 .S64 2008
Oklahoma family law : the handbook
Spector, Robert G., 1941-

KFO 1340 .A75 A35 2006
Advanced asset protection strategies
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2006.

KFO 1355.8 .B8 C66 2006
Construction law : what do you do when ...?
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2006.
KFO 1355.8 .B8 D63 2006  
*Resolving problems and disputes on construction projects*  
Donaldson, Randi A.  
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2006.

KFO 1355.8 .B8 M34 2003  
*Oklahoma construction law : what do you do when ...?*  
Magrini, Robert L.  
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2003.

KFO 1397 .P3 P76 2002  
*Proving damages in personal injury and wrongful death cases, round II*  

KFO 1397.7 .A75 P766 2003  
*Products liability, new frontiers*  

KFO 1421 .A75 B37 2005  
*Basic bankruptcy, Chapter 13 : the art of consumer reorganization*  

KFO 1421 .A75 B46 2006  
*The 23rd annual basic bankruptcy seminar : an introduction to the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 (BAPCPA)*  

KFO 1679.5 .A75 A63 2006  
*Essentials of Section 1031 exchanges*  
Anderson, Michael A.  
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2006.

KFO 1679.5 .A75 A63 2006b  
*Essentials of Section 1031 exchanges*  
Anderson, Michael A.  
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2006.

KFO 1679.5 .A75 A64 2005  
*Sophisticated Section 1031 transactions in Oklahoma*  
Anderson, Michael A.  
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2005.
Section 1031 exchanges of investment properties in Oklahoma
Hasenfratz, Sally A.
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2003.

Trial preparation from start to finish for Oklahoma paralegals
Bolt, Amy K.

Conducting depositions in Oklahoma : practical strategies that win cases
Funk, R.V. Terry.
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2005.

Superior deposition strategies in Oklahoma civil trial practice
Funk, R.V. Terry.
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2003.

Essential litigation skills for paralegals

Litigation case management for the Oklahoma paralegal

Litigation case management for the Oklahoma paralegal

Litigating to win through advanced trial advocacy
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2006.

White collar crime
Law—Philosophy

K 235 .O437 2007
Architectures of justice : legal theory and the idea of institutional design
Olsen, Henrik Palmer.
Applied legal philosophy

K 246 .V57 2007
Virtue jurisprudence

K 331 .C69 2007
From positivism to idealism : a study of the moral dimensions of legality
Coyle, Sean.
[Applied legal philosophy]

K 339 .V558 2007
Hans Kelsen's pure theory of law : legality and legitimacy
Vinx, Lars.

K 460 .K75 2007
The problem of natural law
Kries, Douglas, 1958-
Applications of political theory

K 487 .L5 A98 2007
Autonomy in the law

KF 380 .G65 2007
Legal reasoning, legal theory, and rights
Golding, Martin P. (Martin Philip), 1930-

Law—United States—Interpretation and Construction

KF 380 .G65 2007
Legal reasoning, legal theory, and rights
Golding, Martin P. (Martin Philip), 1930-
Law and Economics—China

KNQ 470 .K55 2007
Modern Chinese rules of order : paradox of law and economics
Killion, Ulric.

Law and Literature

PN 3491 .S58 2007
Human Rights, Inc. : the world novel, narrative form, and international law
Slaughter, Joseph R.

Law and Religion

BL 65 .J87 D65 2007
Doing justice to mercy : religion, law, and criminal justice

K 460 .B36 2008
Patriarchal religion, sexuality, and gender : a critique of new natural law
Bamforth, Nicholas.

Law and Religion—United States

BL 65 .L33 F35 2008
Faith and Law : how religious traditions from Calvinism to Islam view American law

Law, Bedouin

KQ 9000 .B44 K46 2008
Bedouin justice : laws and customs among the Egyptian Bedouin
Kennett, Austin.
Law Professors—Canada—Biography

KE 416 .F74 A3 2007
My life in crime and other academic adventures
Friedland, M. L. (Martin Lawrence), 1932-
Toronto : Published for the Osgoode Society for Canadian Legal History by University of Toronto Press, c2007.

Law Reform—China

KNQ 470 .K55 2007
Modern Chinese rules of order : paradox of law and economics
Killion, Ulric.

Law Reform—Russia (Federation)

KLB 3950 .N48 2007
Russian legal culture before and after communism : criminal justice, politics, and the public sphere
Nethercott, Frances.
BASEES/Routledge series on Russian and East European Studies ; 39

Law, Roman

KJA 147 .H37 2007
Law and crime in the Roman world
Harries, Jill.
Key themes in ancient history

Law Schools—United States

KF 272 .M66 2008
Reproducing racism : white space, elite law schools, and racial inequality
Moore, Wendy Leo, 1971-

KF 292 .C744 P65 2007
To educate and serve : the centennial history of Creighton University School of Law, 1904-2004
Pollak, Oliver B.
**Lawyers—Job Satisfaction—Oklahoma**

HD 6957 .U6 W67 2006

*Work life conflicts : a look at the best practices for the individual, for the workplace, for the profession*


**Lawyers—Discipline—United States**

KF 8887 .J66 2008

*Sanctions : the federal law of litigation abuse*

Joseph, Gregory P., 1951-

Newark, N.J. : Matthew Bender, c2008.

**Legal Assistants—Oklahoma**

KFO 1277.5 .L4 S63 2006

*Small office management for the paralegal : keeping order amongst chaos*

Eau Claire, WI : Institute for Paralegal Education, National Business Institute, c2006.

KFO 1737 .A75 B65 2004

*Trial preparation from start to finish for Oklahoma paralegals*

Bolt, Amy K.


KFO 1738 .A2 E77 2003

*Essential litigation skills for paralegals*


KFO 1738 .A2 L58 1999

*Litigation case management for the Oklahoma paralegal*


KFO 1738 .A2 L58 2003

*Litigation case management for the Oklahoma paralegal*

Legal Ethics

K 123 .L83 2007
Legal ethics and human dignity
Luban, David, 1949-
Cambridge studies in philosophy and law

Legal Ethics—Oklahoma

KFO 1276.5 .A2 C53 2006
Managing ethical issues in your day-to-day practice
Clark, Joseph F.

Legal Ethics—United States

KF 306 .F69 2005
Red flags : a lawyer's handbook on legal ethics
Fox, Lawrence J., 1943-

Legal Research and Writing

KF 245 .B37 2007
Understanding and mastering The bluebook : a guide for students and practitioners
Barris, Linda J.

KF 250 .G374 2008
Real world document drafting : a dispute-avoidance approach
Garfinkel, Marvin.

KFA 3675 .B37 2007
Arkansas legal research
Barger, Coleen M., 1953-
Carolina Academic Press legal research series
Legislative Process—United States

KF 4945 .L44 2007
Legislating without experience: case studies in state legislative term limits

KF 4948 .C66 2007
Congressional lobbying: issues and reform

Liberalism—United States

JC 574.2 .U6 S25 2008
The politics of hope; and, The bitter heritage: American liberalism in the 1960s
The James Madison library in American politics

Liberty of Conscience—United States

KF 4770 .A92 2007
Romance in the ivory tower: the rights and liberty of conscience
Abramson, Paul R., 1949-

Libraries and Librarianship—United States

Z 678.93 .P83 W66 2007
What every librarian should know about electronic privacy
Woodward, Jeannette A.

Limited Partnership—United States—Popular Works

KF 1380 .Z9 M36 2007
Form your own limited liability company
Mancuso, Anthony.
Lobbying—Law and Legislation—United States

KF 4948 .C66 2007
Congressional lobbying : issues and reform

Marriage Law—History

K 670 .B76 2007
Conjugal rites : marriage and marriage-like relationships before the law
Brook, Heather.

Mass Media—Political Aspects

KF 4770 .B69 2007
Beyond bullets : the suppression of dissent in the United States
Boykoff, Jules.

Medical Laws and Legislation—United States

KF 3821 .L445 2008
Legal perspectives in bioethics
Routledge annals of bioethics ; 3

Mercy

BL 65 .J87 D65 2007
Doing justice to mercy : religion, law, and criminal justice

Merger of Corporations—Law and Legislation—United States

KF 1477 .M55 2008
Mergers and acquisitions : a step-by-step legal and practical guide
Miller, Edwin L.
Mexican-American Border Region

F 787 .R57 2008
Hyperborder : the contemporary U.S.-Mexico border and its future
Romero, Fernando, 1971-

Migrant Workers—Legal Status, Laws, Etc.

K 1841 .A46 L58 2006
Living in the shadows : a primer on the human rights of migrants.

Minorities—Oklahoma—History

F 694.5 .A73 2007
Alternative Oklahoma : contrarian views of the Sooner State

Muslims—Western Countries

BP 173.5 .R39 2008
Casting out : the eviction of Muslims from western law and politics
Razack, Sherene.
Toronto : University of Toronto Press, c2008.

Natural Law

K 460 .B36 2008
Patriarchal religion, sexuality, and gender : a critique of new natural law
Bamforth, Nicholas.

K 460 .K75 2007
The problem of natural law
Kries, Douglas, 1958-
Applications of political theory
Oklahoma—History

F 694.5 .A73 2007
Alternative Oklahoma : contrarian views of the Sooner State

Older People—Housing—United States

Residence options for older and disabled clients
Frolik, Lawrence A.
Chicago, IL : American Bar Association, Senior Lawyers Division c2008.

Organic Farming

P 248.65 .F66 R66 2008
Tomorrow's table : organic farming, genetics, and the future of food
Ronald, Pamela C.

Patents and Trademarks—Law and Legislation—European Union Countries

KJE 2725 .L45 2007
Software and patents in Europe
Leith, Philip, 1954-
Cambridge intellectual property and information law

Patents and Trademarks—Law and Legislation—United States

KF 3133 .B56 B37 2007
Biotechnology and the patent system : balancing innovation and property rights
Barfield, Claude E.

Patents and Trademarks—Law and Legislation—United States—Popular Works

KF 3180 .Z9 M28 2007
Trademark : legal care for your business & product name
Elias, Stephen.
Personal Injury—Oklahoma

KFO 1397 .P3 P76 2002
Proving damages in personal injury and wrongful death cases, round II

Political Culture—Nunavut

Nunavut : rethinking political culture
Henderson, Ailsa.

Political Ethics—United States—History

E 457.2 .L842 2008
Lincoln's legacy : ethics and politics
Urbana; Chicago : University of Illinois Press, c2008.

Political Parties—United States

HN 90 .P57 I8 2006
Is the political divide harming America?

Practice of Law—Oklahoma

HD 6957 .U6 W67 2006
Work life conflicts : a look at the best practices for the individual, for the workplace, for the profession

Presidents—United States

E 457.2 .L842 2008
Lincoln's legacy : ethics and politics
Urbana; Chicago : University of Illinois Press, c2008.
The preeminence of politics: executive orders from Eisenhower to Clinton
Pereira Rodrigues, Ricardo Jose, 1957-

Lincoln and the Court
McGinty, Brian.

Prisoners—Services for—United States

Second chances in the criminal justice system: alternatives to incarceration and reentry strategies

Privacy, Right of

Searching eyes: privacy, the state, and disease surveillance in America
Fairchild, Amy L.
California/Milbank books on health and the public; 18

What every librarian should know about electronic privacy
Woodward, Jeannette A.

Products Liability—Oklahoma

Products liability, new frontiers
[Oklahoma City, Okla.]: Oklahoma Bar Association, Dept. of Continuing Legal Education, c2003.

Property (Real & Personal)—United States

Understanding property law
Sprankling, John G., 1950-
Property (Real), Exchange Of—Taxation

KFO 1679.5 .A75 A63 2006
*Essentials of Section 1031 exchanges*
Anderson, Michael A.
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2006.

KFO 1679.5 .A75 A63 2006b
*Essentials of Section 1031 exchanges*
Anderson, Michael A.
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2006.

KFO 1679.5 .A75 A64 2005
*Sophisticated Section 1031 transactions in Oklahoma*
Anderson, Michael A.
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2005.

KFO 1679.5 .A75 H37 2003
*Section 1031 exchanges of investment properties in Oklahoma*
Hasenfratz, Sally A.
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2003.

Public Health Surveillance

RA 652.2 .P82 F35 2007
*Searching eyes : privacy, the state, and disease surveillance in America*
Fairchild, Amy L.

Racially Mixed People—Legal Status, Laws, Etc.—History

*White enough to be American? : race mixing, indigenous people, and the boundaries of state and nation*
Basson, Lauren L.

Racism—United States

E 184 .A1 U64 2008
*Race relations in the United States, 1960-1980*
Upchurch, Thomas Adams.
The race card: how bluffing about bias makes race relations worse
Ford, Richard T. (Richard Thompson)

Racism in Education—United States

KF 272 .M66 2008
Reproducing racism: white space, elite law schools, and racial inequality
Moore, Wendy Leo, 1971-

Retirement Income—United States

KF 3649 .Z45 2007
The origins of the ownership society: how the defined contribution paradigm changed America
Zelinsky, Edward A.

Roanoke Colony—History

E 99 .A35 O34 2008
The head in Edward Nugent's hand: Roanoke's forgotten Indians
Oberg, Michael Leroy.
Early American studies

Securities—United States

KF 1070 .A2 N38 2007
The ... annual National Institute on Securities Fraud: a publication of the American Bar Association Criminal Justice Section, Section of Business Law, and the Center for Continuing Legal Education.
Chicago, Ill.: American Bar Association Center for Continuing Legal Education.

KF 1072 .H33 2008
Investment adviser regulation in a nutshell
Haas, Jeffrey J.

KF 9369 .Z9 S76 2006
Stock-options backdating & executive compensation
Self-Determination, National—United States

E 98 .T77 C67 2008
**Forced federalism : contemporary challenges to indigenous nationhood**
Corntassel, Jeff, 1966-
American Indian law and policy series ; v. 3

E 98 .T77 R43 2007
**Rebuilding Native nations : strategies for governance and development**

Sex Discrimination in Sports—Law and Legislation—United States

KF 4166 .E68 2007
**Equal play : Title IX and social change**

Slaves—Virginia—Social Conditions—History

HV 9955 .V8 C36 2007
**Slavery on trial : race, class, and criminal justice in Antebellum Richmond, Virginia**
Campbell, James M.
New perspectives on the history of the South

Small Business—Law and Legislation—United States

HD 2346 .U5 I546 2007
**In the name of entrepreneurship? : the logic and effects of special regulatory treatment for small business**

Small Business—Law and Legislation—United States—Popular Works

KF 1355 .S74 2007
**The complete guide to buying a business**
Steingold, Fred S.
**Business structures**
Spadaccini, Michael, 1964-
Entrepreneur magazine's legal guide

**The complete guide to selling a business**
Steingold, Fred.

**Small Claims Courts—United States—Popular Works**

KF 8769 .Z9 S68 2008
Small claims court guidebook
Spadaccini, Michael, 1964-
Entrepreneur magazine's legal guide

**Social Legislation—United States**

HC 110 .E5 S34 2008
The economy of the earth : philosophy, law, and the environment
Sagoff, Mark.

**Social Security—Law and Legislation—United States**

KF 3649 .Z45 2007
The origins of the ownership society : how the defined contribution paradigm changed America
Zelinsky, Edward A.

**Sociological Jurisprudence**

K 235 .O437 2007
Architectures of justice : legal theory and the idea of institutional design
Olsen, Henrik Palmer.
Applied legal philosophy
Special Education—Law and Legislation—United States

KF 4209.3 .Z9 R87 2008
Essential concepts & school-based cases in special education law
Russo, Charles J.

Supreme Court, U.S.

KF 5074.2 .R68 2007
Judging the Supreme Court : constructions of motives in Bush v. Gore
Rountree, Clarke, 1958-
Rhetoric and public affairs series

KF 8742 .A72 2008
Justices, presidents, and senators : a history of the U.S. Supreme Court appointments from Washington to Bush II
Abraham, Henry Julian, 1921-

KF 8742 .M32 2008
Lincoln and the Court
McGinty, Brian.

KF 8748 .M283 2007
America's supreme court : an unfinished symphony
Maloy, Richard H. W.
Lake Mary, FL : Vandeplas Pub., c2007

Tax Evasion—United States

KF 6334 .A75 N383 2007
Annual National Institute on Criminal Tax Fraud.
Chicago, Ill. : American Bar Association, Center for Continuing Legal Education

Taxation—Law and Legislation—United States

HJ 2322 .A3 S69 2007
Double take : unequal taxation of equals
Snyder, Lester B.
Tax law series ; 1
KF 6750 .Z95 H36 2007
*As certain as death: a fifty-state survey of state and local tax laws*
Hamill, Susan Pace.

**Term Limits (Public Office)—United States**

KF 4945 .L44 2007
*Legislating without experience: case studies in state legislative term limits*

**Terrorism—Prevention**

HV 6431 .D463 2008
*Democratic responses to terrorism*

KF 9430 .F64 2008
*The Patriot Act: a documentary and reference guide*
Foerstel, Herbert N.

**Transgenic Plants—India**

SB 123.57 .E25 2007
*Economic and environmental benefits and costs of transgenic crops: ex-ante assessment*
Coimbatore, India : Tamil Nadu Agricultural University, c2007

**Treaties**

KZ 1301 .A93 2007
*Modern treaty law and practice*
Aust, Anthony.

KZ 1301 .B79 2008
*International treaties (mu‘ahadat) in Islam: theory and practice in the light of Islamic international law (siyar) according to orthodox schools*
Bsoul, Labeeb Ahmed.
Trial and Pre-Trial Practice—Oklahoma

KFO 1397 .P3 P76 2002
Proving damages in personal injury and wrongful death cases, round II

KFO 1737 .A75 F85 2005
Conducting depositions in Oklahoma : practical strategies that win cases
Funk, R.V. Terry.
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2005.

KFO 1737 .A75 F86 2003
Superior deposition strategies in Oklahoma civil trial practice
Funk, R.V. Terry.
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2003.

KFO 1738 .A2 L58 2006
Litigating to win through advanced trial advocacy
Eau Claire, WI : National Business Institute, c2006.

Trials (Abortion)—United States

KF 228 .C58 D63 2007
A documentary history of the legal aspects of abortion in the United States. City of Akron v. Akron Center for Reproductive Health

KF 228 .P5 M47 1996
A documentary history of the legal aspects of abortion in the United States. Planned Parenthood v. Casey

Trials (Rape)—Alabama

KF 224 .S34 B53 2008
Black Communists speak on Scottsboro : a documentary history

KF 224 .S34 C3 2007
Scottsboro : a tragedy of the American South
Carter, Dan T.
Trials (Witchcraft)—Massachusetts—History

KFM 2478.8 .W5 G67 2008
The Salem witch trials : a reference guide
Goss, K. David, 1952-

United States—History, Politics, and Government

E 457.2 .L842 2008
Lincoln's legacy : ethics and politics
Urbana; Chicago : University of Illinois Press, c2008.

HN 90 .P57 I8 2006
Is the political divide harming America?

JC 574.2 .U6 S25 2008
The politics of hope ; and, The bitter heritage : American liberalism in the 1960s
The James Madison library in American politics

United States—Race Relations

E 99 .C5 Y37 2008
Race and the Cherokee Nation : sovereignty in the nineteenth century
Yarbrough, Fay A.

White enough to be American? : race mixing, indigenous people, and the boundaries of state and nation
Basson, Lauren L.

E 184 .A1 U64 2008
Race relations in the United States, 1960-1980
Upchurch, Thomas Adams.
The race card: how bluffing about bias makes race relations worse
Ford, Richard T. (Richard Thompson)

War—Moral and Ethical Aspects

Just war thinking: morality and pragmatism in the struggle against contemporary threats
Patterson, Eric, 1971-

War Crime Trials

Peace and justice: seeking accountability after war
Kerr, Rachel.

War on Terrorism, 2001—Law and Legislation—United States

The Patriot Act: a documentary and reference guide
Foerstel, Herbert N.

Water Rights—Arizona and California

Dividing western waters: Mark Wilmer and Arizona v. California
August, Jack L.

White Collar Crimes—United States

White collar crime
[Kansas City, Mo.] Oklahoma Bar Association, Dept. of Continuing Legal Education, c2006.
Wildlife Conservation—Law and Legislation

K 3525 .G55 2007
Protected areas and international environmental law
Gillespie, Alexander.

Women—Oklahoma—Social Conditions

HQ 1438 .O5 V65 2007
Voices from the Heartland

Women Athletes—Legal Status, Laws, Etc.—United States

KF 4166 .E68 2007
Equal play : Title IX and social change